We discover that hcp phases of Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 undergo an electronic topological transition at pressures of about 40 GPa. This topological change of the Fermi surface manifests itself through anomalous behavior of the Debye sound velocity, c=a lattice parameter ratio, and Mössbauer center shift observed in our experiments. First-principles simulations within the dynamic mean field approach demonstrate that the transition is induced by many-electron effects. It is absent in one-electron calculations and represents a clear signature of correlation effects in hcp Fe. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.117206 PACS numbers: 75.50.Bb, 61.05.CÀ, 71.15.Dx, 76.80.+y Iron is the most abundant element on our planet. It is one of the most important technological materials and, at the same time, one of the most challenging elements for the modern theory. As a consequence, the study of iron and iron-based alloys has been a focus of experimental and computational research over the past decades. Recently, investigations of phase relations and physical properties of iron and its alloys at high pressure led to new exciting discoveries including evidence for a body-centered-cubic (bcc) phase of iron-nickel alloy at conditions of Earth's core [1] and the observation of superconductivity in the high-pressure hexagonal close-packed (hcp) phase of iron in the pressure range 15-30 GPa and at temperatures below 2 K [2] .
Iron is the most abundant element on our planet. It is one of the most important technological materials and, at the same time, one of the most challenging elements for the modern theory. As a consequence, the study of iron and iron-based alloys has been a focus of experimental and computational research over the past decades. Recently, investigations of phase relations and physical properties of iron and its alloys at high pressure led to new exciting discoveries including evidence for a body-centered-cubic (bcc) phase of iron-nickel alloy at conditions of Earth's core [1] and the observation of superconductivity in the high-pressure hexagonal close-packed (hcp) phase of iron in the pressure range 15-30 GPa and at temperatures below 2 K [2] .
While the structural properties of iron and iron-nickel alloys at pressures below 100 GPa are well established [3] , their electronic and magnetic properties are still debated. The phases (bcc) of Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 are ferromagnetic at ambient conditions, but an accurate description of the electronic structure of -Fe and its high-temperature magnetism require a proper treatment of the many-electron effects [4, 5] . The phases (face-centered cubic, fcc) are believed to have complex incommensurate magnetic ground states [6] , which are still not reproduced by theory [7] .
The importance of correlation effects for the description of the -to -phase transition in Fe at elevated temperature and ambient pressure has been recently underlined [8] . The " phases (hcp) of Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 were previously believed to be nonmagnetic [9] ; however, recent theoretical work showed that a collinear antiferromagnetic state (AFM-II) [10] [11] [12] or a more complex AFM state [13] have lower energy than the nonmagnetic state. Nevertheless, the AFM-II phase could not be resolved in Mössbauer experiments. Moreover, theoretical estimates of the Néel temperature T N yield a maximum value of $69 K for hcp Fe at the transition pressure (12 GPa), followed by a decrease with increasing pressure [14] . Although nickel atoms are predicted to enhance the magnetic moments on neighboring iron atoms, there is no evidence that "-Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 is a static antiferromagnet down to at least 11 K at 21 GPa [12] , implying that direct comparison is unreliable between static (0 K) ab initio calculations for AFM "-Fe and room temperature experimental data that clearly indicate a paramagnetic phase. It is worth noting that hcp Fe becomes superconducting in the same pressure range [2] , and that the mechanism of superconductivity is believed to be unconventional [15] . These observations indicate that the physical behavior of hcp Fe at moderate pressures below 70 GPa is
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In order to unravel the evolution of the electronic structure in hcp Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 under pressure we have carried out a combined experimental and theoretical investigation. We have extracted the Debye sound velocity V D for pure Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 alloy from nuclear inelastic scattering (NIS) experiments as well as precisely measured the lattice parameter c=a ratio and the Mössbauer center shift in the pressure range from 12 to 70 GPa. The diamond anvil cell high-pressure experiments were conducted out at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) beam lines ID09a (x-ray diffraction), ID18 (nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering), micro x-ray diffraction beam line at GSECARS, Advanced Photon Source (APS), and Bayerisches Geoinstitut (Mössbauer spectroscopy). Technical details are given in the Supplemental Material [16] .
All of our results show anomalous behavior at a similar pressure $40 GPa. Our state-of-the-art ab initio simulations within the dynamical mean-field theory [17] [18] [19] reveal an electronic topological transition (ETT) in the hcp phase of iron at pressures of about 30-40 GPa, providing an explanation of the experimentally observed anomalies. The absence of the ETT in conventional one-electron DFT calculations demonstrates that many-body correlation effects determine the Fermi surface topology of paramagnetic hcp Fe, and, therefore, are essential for the correct description of the complex physical phenomena observed in this material.
Figure 1 summarizes our experimental measurements of the Debye sound velocity V D for Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 extracted from NIS experiments. The experimental data show a softening of V D in the pressure range 42-52 GPa. To verify our results we also analyzed the available literature [20] [21] [22] [23] and conclude that the same softening of V D has been observed at pressures of 40-50 GPa. The phenomenon was not given much attention in the previous publications, perhaps due to data scatter and the uncertainties of individual data points.
The softening of the Debye sound velocity in Fig. 1 is weak, so we made further investigations. We measured the lattice parameters of hcp Fe in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) on compression to $65 GPa in quasihydrostatic He pressure transmitting medium at ambient temperature and found an anomaly in c=a at about 40 GPa [ Fig. 2(a) ], consistent with the pressure at which V D shows softening. The pressure dependence of the c=a ratio in hcp Fe has been the subject of several previous experimental studies [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] that were mainly focused on much higher pressures. However, a closer inspection of the Dewaele et al. results [26] shows a very good agreement with our data (Fig. S.1.3 [16] ). Also, an anomalous behavior of c=a was reported at about 50 GPa based on a limited number of data points collected in DAC experiments using a nonhydrostatic (NaCl) pressure-transmitting medium [29] .
Mössbauer spectroscopy can also be a powerful method to detect pressure-induced transitions [30] . We performed Mössbauer experiments on pure Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 up to 60 GPa in a DAC loaded with He as a quasihydrostatic pressure transmitting medium, and observed a large anomaly in the center shift variation with pressure at 40-45 GPa [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Our theoretical calculations demonstrate that the anomaly cannot be explained by changes of the electron density at the nuclei and, correspondingly, of the isomer shift [16] . Therefore, the anomaly must be associated with the second-order Doppler shift [30] .
We have shown from three independent experimental methods pressure-induced anomalies in the pressure range 40-50 GPa. We note that x-ray diffraction does not reveal any crystallographic structural change of hcp Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 at the same conditions [1, 31, 32] , and as discussed above, there is no long range magnetic order in the hcp phase of Fe detected by experiments. The observed anomalies must therefore be associated with changes in the electronic state of paramagnetic hcp Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 . To address this question we made a theoretical investigation of the electronic structure of "-Fe at moderate pressures in the range 12-70 GPa. We employed a state-of-the-art fully self-consistent technique [19] combining the full-potential linearized augmented plain-wave band structure method with the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) treatment of the on-site Coulomb repulsion between Fe 3d states (see the Supplemental Material [16] ). The DMFT quantum impurity problem was solved using the exact continuous-time strong-coupling quantum Monte-Carlo method [33] . A combination of local-density approximation (LDA) and DMFT has been applied previously to investigate thermodynamic stability [8] and to describe the magnetic properties [4] of paramagnetic bcc Fe at ambient pressure, which justifies the choice of method for this work. Our LDA þ DMFT simulations predict a paramagnetic phase for hcp Fe at room temperature (see Sec. 2.5 of the Supplemental Material [16] ), in agreement with experimental observations. The LDA þ DMFT Fermi surfaces and k-resolved spectral functions for two different volumes are shown in Fig. 3 . The hcp phase of Fe is predicted to be weakly correlated, with the average mass enhancement decreasing from 1. shows that hole pockets appears at À and L with decreasing volume, and therefore hcp Fe undergoes an electronic topological transition [34] under applied pressure. We have checked that the predicted ETT is robust with respect to variations in the strength of the local Coulomb interaction and is not influenced by numerical inaccuracies and stochastic errors; see Sec. 2.4 of the Supplemental Material [16] . The actual ETT takes place at pressures in the range from 40-80 GPa for the value of the Coulomb parameter U ranging from 2.9 to 3.9 eV, respectively. It is remarkable that the observed ETT is absent in the LDA calculations (as well as in generalized gradient approximation; see Sec. 2.3 of the Supplemental Material [16] ); it appears only upon inclusion of correlation effects.
The effects of ETT on the lattice properties of metals within the one-electron approximation are well understood [35] . The elastic moduli C ii calculated at the condition of a constant particle number at the deformation contains the contribution
where ¼ " À " F , and " denotes the single-particle energies. is singular near the ETT, and this singular contribution has the same singularity as ÀNð" F Þ. This means, in particular, that the peculiarity in the Debye sound velocity is ÁV D $ ÀNðE F Þ, where NðE F Þ is the change in the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level due to ETT. In the case of an appearance of a new hole pocket below the critical volume V ETT the change in DOS is NðE F Þ $ ðV ETT À VÞ 1=2 ; hence, the one-electron theory predicts the existence of square-root-down-shaped peculiarity at the ETT. Our DMFT calculations show that in the case of hcp Fe at moderate compression one should use the Fermi-liquid theory of ETT [36] . In this case manyelectron effects cause the singularity of the thermodynamic potential at ETT to be two-sided. Still the leading term is a square root in ÁV D on one side of the transition, while the peculiarity on the other side of the transition is one power weaker. The Debye temperature D also has a singularity as ÀNð" F Þ, and lattice heat capacity at low temperature T ( D has the same singularity as the electron heat capacity. The thermal expansion coefficient proportional to the derivative of D with respect to deformation has a stronger singularity at these temperatures, like
, that is divergent at the point of ETT (e.g., Ref. [37] ). It is important to stress, however, that the Debye model is qualitatively incorrect in the situation of ETT. Strong anomalies of the phonon spectra in the harmonic approximation occur in a relatively small part of the Brillouin zone near the À point and the average phonon frequency over the whole Brillouin zone, which is relevant for thermodynamics at T % D , is weaker by a factor of " F À " c , where " c is the van Hove singularity energy [38] . However, if we take into account quasiharmonic and anharmonic effects, i.e., the temperature dependence of phonon frequencies due to thermal expansion and phonon-phonon interactions, the singularities again enhance and become like Nð" F Þ in average phonon frequencies and like
in the elastic moduli [39] . For hcp metals ETTs have been associated with anomalies in the lattice parameter ratio c=a in the vicinity of the transition [40] [41] [42] [43] . The dependence of lattice constants on the external parameters is less singular than C ii since they are related to the first derivatives of the thermodynamic potential, while C ii are related to the second derivatives. This means that the anomaly in the c=a ratio at zero temperature should be hardly visible but at finite (and sufficiently high) temperatures it is proportional to Nð" F Þ via the anomaly of the thermal expansion coefficient, discussed above. The same is true for the second-order Doppler shifts of the Mössbauer spectra related to the heat capacity and, thus, with the average phonon frequencies over the Brillouin zone. Thus, the theory of ETT provides a convincing explanation of the experimentally observed anomalies of the sound velocity, c=a ratio and center shift at 40-45 GPa.
To conclude, we observe the electronic isostructural transition of hcp Fe and Fe 0:9 Ni 0:1 at a pressure of $40 GPa. The presence of the transition is confirmed by three independent experimental approaches-nuclear inelastic scattering, c=a ratio measurement, and Mössbauer center shift determination. The theoretical calculations carried out by means of state-of-the-art ab initio methods explain the anomalies in terms of a change of the Fermi surface topology, a so-called electronic topological transition. The existence of the ETT in many-body calculations and its absence in one-electron calculations is a clear signature of correlation effects in the paramagnetic phase of hcp Fe. Therefore, advanced approaches beyond the density functional theory are needed to understand the complex physics of this material. Our results also point out the possible importance of many-body effects in other itinerant metallic systems at high-pressure conditions.
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